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Equipped with a cc thumper and what looks like a beefy front end, the KLR from Kawasaki is a
capable middleweight dual-purpose ride. Big enough to be an adventure bike , but not really
intended as such, the KLR has an ample-size fuel tank, frame, rims and suspension that show
true off-road roots, yet has enough straight-line stability to handle the pavement. If
not-quite-adventure, but more than dirtbike is what you need, the KLR might be your
Huckleberry. Do you hate it? Get over it. The KLR is a dual-purpose bike â€” the bikes from
which adventure bikes were spawned. If adventure bikes are dual-purpose tourers , then the
KLR is a dual-purpose go-for-a-ride-and-let-it-take-you-somewhere-fun bike. So it is too heavy?
In keeping with the dual-purpose intent, the KLR has a 6. I find dials easier to take in at a glance
than a digital readout. The gauges are well-placed above the bars for easy viewing. The frame,
rims and suspension show true, off-road DNA, and carry features popular with pure-dirt riders.
First, the double-downtube, stressed-engine frame is made of steel, known for providing a little
bit of flex and give that takes the edge off the jolts. The tubular steel frame carries the steering
head at degrees, for a 4. Overall, the steering geometry seems to be fairly consistent with other
bikes of this market, and it represents just one of the compromises in this collision of worlds.
The next item that caught my attention was the beefy front end. A rear monoshock comes with
preload and rebound adjustments and provides 7. The front forks compress through 7. Laced
wheels with 4 mm spokes represent the third item on the dirt bike list, and they also provide
another layer of give in the system to further take the edge off the bumps. The designers did
manage to work in yet another dirt-track proven design into the KLR with a set of petal-cut
brake rotors. This design radiates heat more efficiently than round rotors, and they provide a
self-cleaning feature of sorts that helps clear the grit away. At less than pounds, the single, mm
disc up front and mm disc in back seems sufficient to control the bike. A four-cycle thumper
serves as the beating heart for this dual-purpose animal. The cc engine comes with a
constant-velocity carburetor for easy repairs and maintenance, and the water jacket around the
engine helps to attenuate some of the mechanical noise from the engine. In addition to the
simplicity of the carburetor induction, the factory went with an equally simple and tough
capacitor-discharge CDI ignition system to manage the spark. In short, this simplicity should be
viewed as a boon, not a detriment. A simple but tough drive system comes in the form of a
five-speed transmission and sealed-link chain. Kawasaki covers the KLR with a month warranty
and offers additional protection for 12, 24, 36 or 48 months under the Kawasaki Protection
Plans. Right off the bat I have to say the KLR comes off looking like a proper dual-sport
machine while the DR seems to be more of a glorified dirtbike. The fairing and windscreen on
the Kawi shows that it means business, and is sure to be more comfortable on road trips than
the naked Suzuki. In this way, the KLR leans more toward an adventure bike. Suzuki swung
deep into dirt bike territory with the suspension though. The factory ran inverted front forks on
the DR that are sure to stiffen the front end, and they come with Pricing is neck and neck. I like
that they got the overall stance right, and molded the fairing and windshield in for a more
organic look. Are there more monster-like bikes out there? Sure, but at what price? See our
review of the Suzuki DRS. All images featured on this website are copyrighted to their
respective rightful owners. No infringement is intended. Image Source: kawasaki. Four-stroke,
DOHC, four-valve single. If adventure bikes are dual-purpose tourers, then the KLR is a
dual-purpose go-for-a-ride-and-let-it-take-you-somewhere-fun bike. Although it's a one-lunger,
bore and stroke gives us a decidedly oversquare configuration with a big piston for lots of mass
and low-end torque. Specs-wise there isn't much to choose between the two, but Suzuki swung
deep into dirt bike territory with the suspension. Allyn Hinton. Writer and Associate Motorcycle
Editor - allyn topspeed. If it had moving parts, it had Allyn's interest from a very early age. At
age 11 when bicycles were too simple to hold her interest any longer, her father found her
taking apart the lawn mower. Having shared her love of motorcycles with her now husband,
biker TJ Hinton, Allyn brings that love and knowledge to TopSpeed as writer and associate
motorcycle editor. Read More. Related Articles. What do you think? Motorcycle Finder:.
Kawasaki KLR. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist
job. As far as dual-sport motorcycles go, the Kawasaki KLR is the stuff of legend. Part of what
made the KLR so remarkable was how little it changed over its year history. After a brief
retirement, the Kawasaki KLR returns with some major upgrades. Revised intake and exhaust
cam profiles and a narrower exhaust pipe diameter improve midrange power and torque
characteristics. And the aforementioned increased reliability comes courtesy of a stronger
material and shape for the cam chain guide material. To improve shifting feel and reduce
weight, there are updates to the clutch and transmission, battery, starter, ignition coil and
evaporator canister. The chassis and various components have been beefed up to improve
handling, accommodate luggage, reduce vibration and provide more charging power from the
generator. The rear subframe is now integrated with the main frame for more rigidity, and a

30mm-longer swingarm with a 2mm larger diameter swingarm pivot shaft for better steering
response. Suspension is handled by a 41mm fork with firmer fork springs and 7. A larger mm
front brake disc, which now round rather than petal-shaped, provides more power, a thicker rear
disc dissipates more heat and ABS is now an available option. As before, the KLR rolls on inch
front and inch rear wheels with tube-type tires, but the rear rim is made of a stronger material
and the front and rear axle shafts have been enlarged for better handling. To improve comfort,
Kawasaki made reduce vibration for parts that come in contact with the rider, such as the grips,
seat and pegs. The handlebars and footpegs are now rubber-mounted, there are rubber
dampers under the seat and the seat shape, cover and foam have all been revised. Fuel tank
volume remains the same at 6. Passenger grab bars have been reshaped, and the side stand is
30mm shorter for easier deployment. New bodywork is more rugged in terms of looks and
functionality, an LED headlight is brighter, the taillight and turn signals have been redesigned,
and the mirror stalks are longer for better rear visibility. A new all-digital instrument panel
features an easy-to-read LCD screen with white backlighting, and functions include a
speedometer, odometer, dual trip meters, fuel gauge, clock, and indicator lamps. Seat Height:
Claimed Wet Weight: lbs. Adventure Fuel Capacity: 6. For more information, visit kawasaki. I
thoroughly read through all the upgrades, and these are upgrades that should have been done
in â€¦ this is what a KLR should have beenâ€¦ Get a CSC RX4 lighter, more powerful, and a
modern design, and thousands cheaperâ€¦ 5spd Kawasaki? No can do. Many thousands of
miles and several long treks on both, and neither has ever broken down. Not once. One can
imagine the conditions these bikes are put through. When we returned the turn-signals were
held on with electrical tape, the side case brackets were broken and cracked. There were
obvious welds from previous repairs to the brackets. Here, here!!! I HAVE same thoughts. What
a waste of dedication. Buyers will be prpbably just krl owners. Ugly and not capable but it has
technology, this krl looks so old. The might have done so since the cam chain guide is said to
be beefed up.. So sad. Only one guide has to fail to make it look like the tensioner spring has
stretched or is to long. For example, if a guide lets go only at one end the motor still runs and
the guide is still there but the chain pushes it out of the way and takes a shortcut and the spring
cannot take up the extra slack. The aftermarket doohickey springs take up more slack than the
stock spring does but the worn or broken guides are still there. Replacing the guides will give
the original spring the correct tension again. Kawasaki now claims the guides are made of more
durable material. That is their doohickey fix. Last owned a KLR in Looking to buy another. The
should have stuck the Versys twin engine in it as well. Then it would have been a winner.
Soaking wet. It looks interesting, but the Brilliant Marketing move by Kawi! These will sell like
hot cakes! In a smart business move, Kawasaki just kept their niche in the world of Adventure
Motorcycles. Some are crying that they want a twin, 50lbs less etc etc, but they fail to
understand that will push the price way up and there is already plenty of choice in that price
range. Somehow, I feel that it is cheating to buy a monster KTM for a camping bike. That said,
fuel injection has been missing who wants to adjust the carburetor for high elevation? This new
KLR is perfect for road-adventure riding. KLR need a true low gear. When riding in rough terrain
you constantly have to feather the clutch. It would be nice to be able to drop into first gear and
just idle through. Yes, I do agree with the need for a lower 1st. Like a lot of KLR owners, I
tweaked the final drive ratio to enhance off-road performance. Of course you pay the price with
more revs at highway speed and crappy fuel mileage. I would be happy to keep 5, and just
spread the ratios out a bit. I have no problem using 2nd to pull away from stoplights. My 1st is
really only used offroad. Change the counter shaft sprocket by one tooth and be done with it. A
KLR with the right sprocket combo can have the same pulling power at an idle as a John Deere
tractor. Welcome back, my reliable friend. I missed you a whole bunchâ€¦and you look so good!
Hopefully, I will see you soon. Regards, Rob. I like the new styling. Do I sell my Vstrom for one
of these, tempting but will need to ride one first to make a decision, any comments gladly
accepted. I have a Vstrom, buddy had a KLR, he sold it because he had a hard time keeping up
on the road. I had a I have a few other bikes but the old KLR was a blast. It is what it is. You
mean at almost double the price right? Cause at that point your buying used with Mid range to
high miles. I agree that the new thumper is way over-weightâ€” I guess it could be lighter and
more expensive, right? For what these bikes get used for, why oh why did Kawa not give it a
stump-puller 1st gear, a highway 5th gear, and normally spaced ratios in between? Thoroughly
updated? Updated sure but that seems an overstatement. I had read Kaw discontinued the KLR
mainly due to poor sales yet they come back with essentially the same bike? Exciting
performance this KLR will not deliver but then again, plodding along reliably on one of these is
the mission for some and they could care less how quick or nimble it is. Yamaha is grateful to
still have the market cornered among the big 4 with the T7. Who knows, perhaps Kaw will still
use the twin in a T7 competitor some day. Nice to see it back at a pricing point to enable one to

have a second or third bike in the garage. Love my old Installed a lowering link for the rear
shock and installed stiffer fork springs. Rides like the best of the dressers. Personalizing your
klr is a fun way to make your bike yours! Long live the klr, another 30 or more years. I was
hopeful. My son and I have good memories of our KLR days. At almost lbs heavier and
significantly more moneyâ€¦ FAIL! Glad I got the Versys-X ! Well, Kawasaki, some you win,
some you lose. How hard would that have been? Dennis, I am thinking about replacing my
stolen KLR with a new one. I like that the carb is gone. The Doohickey is also a thing of the past.
I keep looking on Craigslist for a good deal though. Keep Riding. Everyone complains about the
WET weight. So around dry weight. Take off the muffler and lose 10 poundsâ€¦. The only brand
new bike I ever bought was a KLR I absolutely loved that bike and wished I had not sold it.
When I did it had 67K miles on it and I rode it everywhere, I even took trips on it. It was on that
bike my wife took her first motorcycle trip and we have great stories to tell. I also know it well
enough that I could cope with just about any problem but the AT would be a more complicated
test of my patience. The aftermarket offers a better selection of accessories at better prices. No
Electronic Cruise Control, Really??? Little story here , me and my friend ,riding on a country
road having a good time. Him with is KLR and me with a DR , i was following him and he got hit
by a dear, coming like a bullet and it him at the fork from the side, i saw it all happening in front
of me , he dove at about 60kph and rolled like a sausage, in front of me seeing his eyes getting
bigger at every turn he made on himself , i had to slow down fast to not hit him. The thing is that
we could rely on the KLR after this crash to jump back on it and make it home for the hospital
with a broken heel and big bruise and scratch. At the hospital they ask how come he did not
show up in an ambulance we said we relied on the KLR. Save my name, email, and website in
this browser for the next time I comment. Northeast U. South Central U. Southeast U. West U.
Rider Magazine. The KLR was and is iconic for a reason. You would go with the Chinese bike
over a KLR to save a grand? Must be someone from CSC posting. Probably pissed the KLR is
back on the scene. When are they available for Calgary Alberta? With twin engine it would be
â€¦ tenere How tall do you have to be to ride this thing? Tall enough to reach the
handlebarsâ€¦â€¦. I will wait for the Royal Enfield Himalayan to get here. The REAl war mule is
back! Semper Fi, KLR. Please enter your comment! Please enter your name here. You have
entered an incorrect email address! Most Popular. What's New? Greg Drevenstedt - February 19,
Greg Drevenstedt - February 17, It was the last year of the much-loved venerable big-bore
dual-sport model that debuted in Many fingers were crossed and spells cast, hoping to bring the
KLR back to life; they have been successful. The Kawasaki KLR will be in dealers this summer.
During its absence, Kawasaki massaged the KLR to upgra
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de it to tastes, while not losing the essence of this legendary icon. KLR Adventure. We have
tested the Kawasaki KLR Sign in. Log into your account. Forgot your password? Password
recovery. Recover your password. Tuesday, February 23, Get help. Ultimate Motorcycling.
January 26, He enjoys sport bikes, cruisers, dirt bikes, touring bikes, adventure bikes, dual
sport bikes, and rideable customs. Ask Don what his favorite bike is and he will tell you,
"Whatever bike I'm on. Related Posts. Read more. The best-selling Triumph Street Twin is back
with motor changes to meet Euro 5 standards, upgraded styling, and a classy new variant.
Harley-Davidson officially unveiled Monday its all-new adventure touring motorcycles, the Pan
America and Pan America Special. The Motor Company released all the Motorcycle History.
Gary Ilminen - February 22, 0. After getting up to a fifth edition, Tourmaster has started over
with the new Transition jacket. Lacking a numberâ€”though there is a V6 on While a bit

